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CHAPTER V  

CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS 

A. Conclusions 

This Research describe politeness strategy used by Tony Lip in Green Book 

Movie,Having analyzed the data the conclusions were finally as follows:  

1. First question being discussed was four types of politeness strategies namely; bald 

on record, positive politeness, negative politeness and off the record. In this 

research found only three types of politeness strategy bald on record (33.72%), 

positive politeness (44,18%) and negative politeness (22,1%). The total of 

politeness strategies that found in the movie were 86 utterances.it showed that 

positive politeness strategy dominantly used by Tony Lip in the movie. 

2. The second question was The realization of Green book movie in three types of 

politeness strategies that showed how the politeness happened in the conversation. 

There were so many aspect of realization it could be the phares, lexical and 

phonology. realization can explain the moment and the situation made by Tony 

Lip Sin the movie. 

3. There were three reasons that influencing people on choosing the politeness 

strategy, they were social distance, power and ranking of imposition. In the 

finding, it was found that Tony Lip only used two reasons based on Brown and 

Levinson’s theory, they were social distance and power that represented by Tony 

when using politeness strategy based on the humanity and loyalty as American 

driver. He did not care about other people’s status although in that era the level of 

racism to the black American is higher, American believed that white people were 
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superior to those of other races and thus should dominated them or known as 

white supremacy. 

 

B. Suggestions 

There were several suggestions that the researcher could offer to readers in 

conducting the related research. The suggestions were as follows: 

1. The study of politeness strategy can be used by the student as one of the 

references to enrich the knowledge and encourage the readers in applying 

politeness in life. 

2. The young Indonesian generation should learn how respect people in other races 

for any reason.  Everyone can be experience racial discrimination in different 

way, It could be stereotypes that assume negative characteristic about a races or 

group of people caused by false generalizations or incomplete information. It also 

could  be overt prejudice caused by that the negative feeling about a racialized 

person or a group. This mini movement  can help to respect each other no matter 

where are they from or no matter what colour they were. 

3. For the researchers, this study can be a good experience to increase the quality of 

a future. It is important to learn from the past and compare them to minimize the 

deficiency in doing a research.  

 


